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CLEANWAVE FOUNDATION - ACTION PLAN 2022

Dear Friends of
Cleanwave Foundation
This annual report is being published in the wake of a great deal of global
turbulence. As a global community we have had to cope and adapt to the
challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, and we now face the tragedy of war
and the subsequent ripple effect of human suffering that has been sparked
off in Ukraine. These are events that continue to place great strain on our
collective well being, often fuelled by polarised social media content, that
serves to misguide our choices, and distract us from the things that truly
matter to us: our shared humanity, our interconnectedness to all living beings and the wellbeing of our planet.
We look back on 2021 with great pride - and some exhaustion. As a small
organisation, we are currently undergoing a great shift. We have come to
understand that what started as an impulse - a collective of friends wanting to do something good for the Balearic Islands and confronting plastic
waste - has evolved to what is now a fully established Foundation, with 3
growing and successful initiatives, a team of 12 employees and a great deal
to learn when it comes to improving organisational processes, well managed financing and transparent reporting.
As we look to 2022, we believe that it will be a year of strengthening our
organisation. We have created a clear roadmap for structural change - a
process that takes time, clear planning, and commitment.
Our intention is to create an organisation that will long outlive its founders, rooted in our deep desire to preserve and restore the natural world.
The Cleanwave seeds that were planted in 2017, have now grown to become the Cleanwave Foundation, and thanks to our dedicated and talented team, and the unwavering support of our funders, we continue to grow
and pursue our purpose of reconnecting people and nature.
We thank you for your ongoing support, and during these turbulent times
- may we all be kinder than is necessary.
Warmest regards
Line Hadsbjerg & Philipp Baier
Founders Fundación Cleanwave
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SOURCES OF INCOME 2021 - total 172.034 EUR

ANNUAL REPORT 2021
Finance & Impact 2021

Services & Goods
8.015 EUR

Corporate
Sponsorships

CLEANWAVE FOUNDATION
The biggest shift within the Cleanwave Foundation is a significant
organisational structural shift. This includes professionalising all our
systems (financial, CRM, reporting, fundraising etc), clarifying our policies
(HR, volunteers, ethics, company culture, and communications) and
optimising our resources (talent, network and funds).

4,7%

16.000 EUR
Institutional funding

1,2%

9,3%

2.010 EUR

Donations
84,8%

We have recently completed an HR audit of the Foundation, which not only
helps us identify talent within the team, but also how we best establish the
foundation’s leadership, and provides a roadmap for the structural growth
and strengthening of the organisation.

146.009 EUR

In order to fulfil the above objectives, we have received a Euro 240K private
donation, split over 3 years (i.e., Euro 80K / year starting 2021) which is being
dedicated to our organisational structural change.
New Cleanwave Foundation Headquarters - As of January 2022, we have
installed ourselves in a new office in Port Adriano, thanks to the generous
support of Port Adriano, where we aim to be a point of reference for good
practices, providing alternatives to single-use plastic and promoting a
model of regenerative living and marine regeneration.

BREAKDOWN OF EXPENSES 2021 - total 115.270 EUR

ALLOCATION OF INCOME 2021 – total 172.034 EUR

Other expenses
Reserves
56.843 EUR

33%

67,0%

Total expenses
115.270 EUR
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37,9%

43.727 EUR

62,1%

Human Resources
71.543 EUR

ANNUAL REPORT 2021
Finance & Impact 2021
I. Cleanwave Movement
In our continuous efforts to facilitate access to water and life without plastic
on the islands, we are proud to see how the network of Cleanwave refill
points and public fountains continues to grow and its positive impact on
society.
There are now a total of 35 public water fountains, which have provided
approx. 434,000 litres of free drinking water to citizens and tourists during
2021, which is equivalent to approx 868,000 single-use plastic bottles (0.5
l) prevented from polluting our environment in just 1 year.
Furthermore, our first big event, after the pandemic, in which we
participated with great enthusiasm, was in June 2021. From then on, during
the second half of 2021 we have been able to participate in 17 events in
collaboration with private entities and municipalities, where we have
offered more than 11,000 litres of single-use plastic-free water through
our portable fountains, which equates to more than 22,000 plastic bottles
(0.5 l) prevented.
Also during 2021, 3,343 reusable stainless steel Cleanwave bottles have
been purchased, this represents more than 3,000 people with a greater
environmental awareness and an estimate of more than 6.5 million singleuse plastic bottles (0.5 l) that will no longer be used.
Changing Consumption Behaviour
Our Cleanwave bottle is more than a reusable bottle, it represents a shift
away from the throw-away mentality towards a re-use mentality and is
aligned with our vision for the Balearic Islands to be plastic free by 2030.
Sale of Cleanwave bottles generates financial support for the Foundation.
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II. Cleanwave Education
During the course of 2021, Cleanwave Education has offered a total of
80 environmental awareness educational workshops in 26 educational
centres, reaching 1,459 children and young people across the Balearic
Islands. The initiative has also organised 2 Summer Camps and 2 Social
Weekends dedicated to minors at risk of social exclusion and promoting
the right for environmental education to be available to everyone.
In the area of kindergarten and primary, the Cleanwave Education team
primarily offers our “Fora Plàstics” workshops (focusing on plastic
prevention) and “Alga-cadabra” workshops (‘release your inner magician’).
A total of 66 workshops have been given in 32 educational centres,
reaching a total of 1,293 boys and girls.
For secondary students, our project “To create a new world, you must first
imagine it” has been a great success. 5 workshops have been offered, in
2 socio-educational centres with the participation of 68 young people.
Outside the school environment, 2 Alga-cadabra Social Weekends
and 2 Alga-cadabra Camps have been carried out in which 60 young
people have participated and during which adventure and environmental
education activities have been carried out. The objective of these activities
is to take young people for 2 - 6 days into the middle of nature, without
technology, and create a space in which they can connect to themselves,
to the group and with nature, in order to internalise values of respect for the
environment.
Yoga, adventure activities, marine exploration, collaborative games,
artistic and musical activities are carried out, as well as our eco-emotional
education workshops.
The right to education stands at the core of our initiative, and so to address
some of the social inequalities that exist around access to education and
environmental awareness, we have offered 12 eco-emotional education
workshops that have been held in centres for minors at risk of social
exclusion. This is an ongoing project that will be broadened in 2022.
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III. MedGardens
MedGardens, being the newest of the Cleanwave Foundation initiatives,
has cast down strong roots during the course of 2021, strengthening the
team and the network of collaborative partners.

© Enrique Talledo

Regarding strategy, MedGardens has been granted 2 coastal authorisations for the areas of Formentor & Portocolom belonging to the Nature
2000 Network, allowing the scientific team to start protecting a total area
of about 10,000m2 by removing marine litter and installing the required
buoy-lines.
MedGardens participated in 2 EU grant applications led by MedGardens in
consortium with other organisations for a total budget of 4.5M€ in a coordinated proposal of community-driven restoration for 6 shallow bays in
Mallorca & Menorca.
A relevant milestone is that MedGardens established an official collaboration agreement with the Institute for Advanced Mediterranean Studies
(IMEDEA) to receive their support in the control and guarantee for all scientific works.

Community is the cornerstone of MedGardens’ success.
The project achieved +11 new sponsors & donors, and +18 new partners,
which include scientific institutions and other non-profit organisations
working in the marine restoration space.
Furthermore, during the process of writing and creating 2 EU-Funding proposals, as a team we found ourselves reaching out to a broad spectrum of
professionals and experts, ranging from government institutions, corporate
alliances, NGOs and individual experts from around the world. With a total
of +36 new supporters, once again, this demonstrates the importance of
collaboration and collective efforts.
+70 new volunteers joined the MedGuardians squad and 50+ Volunteers already engaged in different events, all passionate about marine conservation
and a powerful and diverse skill set including marine sciences, scuba and
freediving, underwater photography, etc. spending 60+ hours underwater.
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MedGardens produced 4 detailed characterisation reports and restoration proposals which were delivered to 4 Balearic municipalities (20,000
m2 coastal shallow bays).
We raised 90k€+ and signed the first corporate sponsorship agreement
with Universal Hotels.
Communication & PR
MedGardens is a community led initiative, and the team participated in 15
events during 2021 and built up an online audience of 1,300 followers and
fans (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn)
A creative initiative was co-founded by MedGardens www.artformarineregeneration.org as a collaborative and multidisciplinary project that aims
to contribute to marine regeneration through art.
Furthermore, the MedGardens’ Soundcloud was established to share
related interviews and music available for our audience.

ANNUAL REPORT 2021
Summary of CWF initiatives

Reconnect people
and nature

CLEANWAVE FOUNDATION
The Cleanwave Foundation is an initiator of community led projects that
provide conservation, protection and regeneration of land and sea in the
Mediterranean.
With a purpose of re-connecting people and nature, the Cleanwave
Foundation strives to be a positive wave of action and hope, with the
promise to work empathetically and creatively with diverse communities
to deliver tangible results.
Our vision is for the Balearics to be a globally recognised template and role
model for regenerative living by 2026.
In 2022, our intention is to continue the process of organisational
restructuring, strengthening our team, recruiting new leadership, expanding
our board, establishing an effective and professional steering committee of
the Foundation and providing each project with the support they need to
thrive and meet their impact objectives.

We currently work on 3 main projects within the Cleanwave Foundation:
- Cleanwave Movement
The Balearics with no disposable plastic waste by 2030
- Cleanwave Education
For all members of the society (including children, adults and 		
socially disadvantaged) to have access to eco-emotional workshops
for regenerative living
- MedGardens
Reestablish by 2030 the Mediterranean shallow marine habitats 		
needed for biodiversity to thrive, mitigating the impacts of
climate change
.
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Mission
Purpose

Engaging communities
with their role
in protection and
regeneration of sea
and land

Reconnecting
people and
nature

Vision
The Balearics to be
a globally recognised
template and role model
for regenerative living
by 2026.

ANNUAL REPORT 2021
Summary of CWF initiatives

Wave plastic goodbye

I. Cleanwave Movement
2021 has been a year of growth. Following the slump of 2020, the past
year has seen significant progress and improvements; both at the level of
internal restructuring, and in the fulfilment of our purpose of facilitating a
life without single-use plastics on our islands.
2021 also saw positive legislative advances, such as the pioneering Balearic
Islands Waste Law, at both a state and European level, that provides the
legislative backbone that will help us achieve our vision and pave the way
to move towards a more conscious society free of single-use plastics.
Communication and Community
Staying true to our name, the Cleanwave Movement is only possible
through collective action. Therefore we greatly appreciate the support of
our followers and collaborators.
Our online community has continued to grow, reaching 11,689 followers on
Instagram, and more than 6,5k views of published videos related to plastic
pollution, important studies and data.
We continue to promote our collaborators and refill points through social
media stories, highlighting individuals and their businesses as the lead
protagonists of the Cleanwave Movement.
Furthermore, to ensure transparency around Cleanwave bottle sales, we
have updated our online store to clearly communicate how and in what
percentage the purchase of Cleanwave stainless steel bottles contribute
towards supporting the Cleanwave Movement.
Collaboration with Government entities
We continue our cooperation with municipalities and public entities,
promoting the Cleanwave movement and collaborating to find better
alternatives and solutions to reduce the consumption of single-use plastic
bottles; as well as water solutions for plastic-free municipal events, working
closely with municipalities that are actively seeking to become more
sustainable.
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Vision

Purpose

The Balearics
with no disposable
plastic waste
by 2030

Replace throw-away
culture with re-use
mindset

Mission
A widespread network of
alternative solutions and
continuous exploration of
practical and sustainable
plastic replacements

I. Cleanwave Movement …
As a result, in February 2021 the Marratxí Municipality installed its first
public water fountain in Parc de la Mediterrania, which has received positive
community response and they are considering expanding their network of
fountains.
Thanks to donations received and the contribution of the UIB, the first
fountain was installed on the UIB university campus in May 2021, offering
free water to students and the University community.
We continue to work closely with EMAYA, and in 2021 EMAYA installed
another 30 filtered water fountains, in addition to the 3 fountains already
installed between 2019 and early 2020.
We have also started cooperation with the Ibiza Municipality and the San
Antonio Yacht Club in Ibiza, where the installation of 4 public fountains is
planned.
Collaboration with the private sector
We have collaborated in a “Water project”, together with Save the Med and
SEAE, with the participation of Rezero, Amics de la Terra and Ongawa, to
address the problem of the high rates of bottled water consumption on
the island of Mallorca. Out of this a series of water round-tables have been
organised where other technical experts have been invited, to evaluate the
challenge of water quality in the Balearic Islands. This included discussions
around rights to water and the implications that affect its management and
consumption. As a result, infographics were prepared for citizens on the
water situation on the islands, including solutions to reduce single-use
plastic and the use of tap water.
In November 2021, together with the MedGardens team and Cleanwave
Education, we promoted the first “Sustainability and Solidarity Day” in
collaboration with MarInquieto and volunteers, an underwater marine and
beach cleaning event in Sant Elm, where more than 200 kg of garbage was
collected.
Furthermore, we are very grateful for the recognition received in the
following awards:
In December 2021 Rezero Awards, for our work in reducing waste, in the
category of social entity.
In January 2022, finalists in the 17th edition of the Sustainable City Awards,
by the Environmental Forum Foundation in Madrid, for creating a network
of water refill points and promoting public-private collaboration.
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Eco-emotional education

II. Cleanwave Education
The Cleanwave Educational program continued to create magic in 2021.
Through the energy and creativity of the Cleanwave Education team, it
has been a pleasure to engage more than 1,459 youths across the Balearic
Islands who have participated in our workshops, summer camps and
weekend trips.

Cleanwave Education is the educational and
awareness arm of the Foundation.

We believe that you can only care for that which you love, and so our ecoemotional workshops set out to create an emotional connection, not only
with ourselves and those around us, but also to nature.
It is through the support of our collaborators and donors that we have been
able to expand our educational offering to include Alga-cadabra weekends,
Alga-cadabra summer camps and training programs for companies.

Mission

Right to education
Aligned to UN SDG 4 Goal, Cleanwave Education believes that
environmental education is a right that all minors should have access to.
We also understand that environmental and social issues are often deeply
connected, and that you cannot address one without addressing the other.
Our Cleanwave Education coordinator, Pilar Gomez, has more than 20 years
of experience working with socially excluded adults and children, and so
developed a program that caters specifically to those minors most at risk of
social exclusion, and thereby also have no or little access to environmental
education.
In response to this social inequality, in 2021 Cleanwave Education offered
2 Alga-cadabra Social Weekends dedicated to minors at risk of social
exclusion, as well as 12 eco-emotional education workshops have been
held in centres dedicated to youth at risk of social exclusion.
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Vision
For all members of
the society, including
children, adults and socially
disadvantaged, to have
access to eco-emotional
workshops for
regenerative living

Engaging communities
through eco-emotional
educational activities to
become active participants
in the protection and
regeneration of sea
and land

Purpose
Changing our
relationship to nature
through human
emotions

II. Cleanwave Education …

Communication & Community
Our communication objective is to share our unique approach to
environmental education which is designed to connect to people’s
emotions rather than through facts and figures. The success and impact
of our workshops is shared via the Cleanwave.org and MedGardens social
media channels.
We understand the importance of visual storytelling, and so have produced
a short video and visual content to help promote the Alga-Cadabra initiative,
which speaks to the magician in every child.⠀⠀
Thanks to our collaboration with One Planet One Life and Plastic Free Ibiza
we were able to offer education workshops to 4 schools and approximately
200 children in Ibiza and Formentera. Our work has been covered through
the local press, reporting on the workshop given at CEIP L’Urgell in Sant
Josep.⠀
Cleanwave Education often functions as a service provider to the other
Cleanwave Foundation projects: Cleanwave Movement and Medgardens.
During fundraising events, for example at the Palma Superyacht Show,
proceeds from the sale of Cleanwave bottles were dedicated to Cleanwave
Education.
In November 2021, together with the MedGardens team and Cleanwave
Movement, we participated in a “Sustainability and Solidarity Day” in
which the event was used to fundraise for Alga-cadabra Social Weekends
dedicated to minors at risk of social exclusion.
We partner with Yoga del Mar to create fundraising events. After 2 events,
a total amount of €741.25 was raised for Cleanwave Education, once again,
dedicating funds towards Alga-cadabra Social Weekends for minors at risk
of social exclusion. It is an ongoing collaboration that we deeply value.
We are also grateful for the generous donation received from Gleiss Lutz
Legal Firm of €5,000.
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II. Cleanwave Education …

Collaborations:
Working in the educational space requires collaboration across a broad
spectrum of society, from public schools to municipalities, companies to
educational centres, seeking grants from public institutions and working
with private funders.
Therefore, our education program is equally adaptable and caters for a
spectrum of children and adults, as well as for companies who want to
encourage their employees to adapt to change and reconnect with nature.

Some of the events that we have participated in in 2021 include:
Formentera Environmental Day.
Presentations at the UIB and different training centres and town halls talking
about the role of eco-emotional education in the transformation towards a
more regenerative society.
Cleanwave Education has participated in the Ecosocial Festival; the launch
event of Art for Marine Regeneration in Port Adriano; the Sustainability Day
in La Lonja; Palma and Beach Cleaning Days.
We have worked closely with the Municipalities of Pollensa, Binissalem and
the Mancomunitat del Raiguer region of Mallorca.
We are thankful to the Department of Environment (Consejería de Medio
Ambiente y Territorio) who continue to be consistent and valued supporters
of our educational program.
Our Alga-cadabra Weekends and Summer Camps were held in collaboration
with Refugio Puig de Maria y Mon d’aventura.
Many of the above are relationships that have been developed over the
past 5 years that we both value and wish to nurture and deepen in the
future. We continue to work closely with local municipalities and private
entities such as Hidrobal, Futouris, Universal hotels, as well as hotel chains
in the Canary Islands.
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A window in the sea

III. MedGardens
2021 has been the first year of the MedGradens initiative with remarkable
outreach and progress, and it is rewarding to glimpse the future and see
the promise of regenerated underwater forests of the Mediterranean in the
work that we do.
We are very conscious that it is thanks to a dedicated and talented team
and strong community engagement, that we have been able to strengthen
our network and improve our scientific capabilities in the field of marine
restoration.
We work simultaneously on different fronts as we secure human, technical
and financial resources. These include building a strong network of
sponsors, partners, supporters and of course, the MedGuardians volunteers;
providing agile and accessible communication to relevant stakeholders and
the general audience, and growing the number of actions we undertake to
generate the impact we are determined to achieve.

Communication and Community
Possibly the greatest success of MedGardens in 2021, is the community
and collaboration agreements that have been created together with a
broad network of partners, collaborators and experts who share a common
goal of marine regeneration.
MedGardens’ mission is community-driven marine restoration, and we
count on a growing number of organisations working towards this common
goal.
We now count 70+ new volunteers who have joined the MedGuardians
Squad and 50+ Volunteers already engaged in different events, all
passionate about marine conservation and a powerful and diverse skill set
including marine sciences, scuba and freediving, underwater photography,
etc. We have spent more than 60+ hours underwater.
We also co-founded a new platform named Art for Marine Regeneration
with the purpose of building bridges between artists and scientists to
provide fertile grounds for marine regeneration. We started to tackle this
challenge by establishing a curated art platform while engaging with a
growing artistic and scientific community.
15

Mission
Community-driven
marine restoration
and generation of
open-knowledge

Vision
Reestablish by 2030 the
Mediterranean shallow
marine habitats needed
for biodiversity to thrive,
mitigating the impacts
of climate change

Purpose
Regenerate shallow
Mediterranean
underwater
forests

III. MedGardens…

Collaborations
There are many significant partnerships that have been both formally and
informally established in 2021.
A significant shift is our official collaboration agreement with the Institute
for Advanced Mediterranean Studies (IMEDEA), from whom MedGardens
benefits from their expertise and credibility in all our scientific endeavours.
Furthermore, the Center for Advanced Studies in Blanes (CEAB) and the
Socio-environmental Observatory of Menorca (IME-OBSAM) have joined
IMEDEA and MedGardens in the design and dissemination of an openknowledge manual which will include guidelines for managing a specific
group of brown algae - Cystoseira (sensu lato) - that are target species of
MedGardens because they are endangered and create unique and very
valuable underwater habitats.
We thank the Marilles Foundation for their support in this new project after
their kind first grant to launch the MedGardens initiative.
Mallorca Preservation Foundation backed-up MedGardens with sitespecific funding towards our work in beautiful Formntor beach, an iconic
location in the North of Mallorca belonging to the The Natura 2000 Network.
We have established our first corporate sponsorship with Universal Hotels
for the next 3 years (+10k€ / yearly), specially directed to implement
and maintain the MedGardens’ for Sant Elm (Andratx). This collaboration
opened the door for Cleanwave Education into Universal Hotels, who
are now designing educational training to assist the implementation of
sustainability measures such as single-use plastic elimination across their
group and teams.
We also work in close partnership with other nonprofits such as local
Association Arrels Marines to work hand in hand in the regeneration of the
Bay of Formentor (Pollença) and Association Noctiluca, which offers their
support and expertise in field operations.
We became a member of the Initiative for Territory Custody of the
Balearics (ICTIB) to contribute to and benefit the collective of people and
organisations working to establish innovative and participative approaches
to the management of coastal ecosystems.
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In our common vision to regenerate the Mediterranean, MedGardens
works alongside other organisations, such as Save The Med Foundation
in deploying different projects from plastic prevention to implementing
marine stewardship approaches in the communities around Marine
Protected Areas - Xarxa Dragonera.
Marinquieto is a collective focusing on raising awareness of the single-use
plastic issue through organising beach clean-ups. We organised an event in
collaboration with their team and are programming collaborations for 2022.
We are excited about a new venture “Art for Marine Regeneration” a joint
initiative between MedGardens, CLOT Magazine and ético with the support
of CCA Andratx that was born as a collaborative and multidisciplinary project
that aims to contribute to marine regeneration through art, by bridging the
scientific and artistic collectives.

ACTION PLAN 2022
Cleanwave Foundation
“The strength of the team is each individual member. The strength of each
member is the team.” Phil Jackson
It is without a doubt, thanks to our dedicated and motivated team that the
Cleanwave Foundation continues to grow from strength to strength.
As an organisation, our work philosophy is that with freedom comes
responsibility, and so we have adopted a flexible work structure that allows
the team to self-organise their time. This however, always comes with the
understanding that they form part of a whole, and that the team can only
function when each member acts as part of the team.
As this annual report is being published, we are currently recruiting a new
General Manager for the Cleanwave Foundation, as well as expertise within
Corporate Fundraising and Communications, as well as administration and
accounting.

TEAM ORGANIGRAM
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External Collaborators
The Cleanwave Foundation has sourced expertise in Finance & Impact
to help design budgets with fine accuracy, allowing for the analytical
supervision of the operations.
We also work with the team from Ideas4Calls who assist the Cleanwave
Foundation with institutional funding applications.
Over several months, we have also worked closely with Uta Werner, from
Respond.works who has completed an in depth HR audit of the Cleanwave
Foundation, assists with recruitment and advises on HR policy within the
Foundation

ACTION PLAN 2022
Cleanwave Foundation
Corporate Sponsorship Agreements
In our efforts to strengthen our corporate partnerships, we are working
closely with our tax and legal advisors to establish clear corporate
sponsorship agreements with corporate sponsors and partners.
During the course of 2022, we will
formalise all corporate partnerships
with corporate sponsorship agreements.

Cleanwave SL
When Asociacion Cleanwave was established in 2017, a decision was taken
to establish the Cleanwave SL (CW SL), to handle the trade of bottles
and fountains, as this was not possible within the Asociacion. The CW SL
was created as a trading tool with the function to feed profits back into
supporting and sustaining the Asociacion.
After becoming a Foundation, we were able to shift the operations of the
Cleanwave SL into the Foundation, including bottle sales, events services
and Cleanwave Movement staff salaries.
In our commitment to ethical alignment and transparency, and under the
guidance of our tax advisors, we have established a corporate sponsorship
agreement with the CW SL. It supplies stainless steel bottles to the
Foundation, makes the portable fountains available, and handles the trade
of public fountains.
All sales of bottles and services of fountains for events promoted by the
Cleanwave Movement are managed directly and accounted for by the
Cleanwave Foundation, leaving 33% of the sale of bottles and 50% of
services of portable fountains for events, as direct income to the Foundation.
The Cleanwave SL has one employee, who assists with engraving of
bottles, technical maintenance of fountains and installation.
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LifeXperiences
LifeXperiences SL has, from the birth of Cleanwave, been a critical and
much needed financial supporter in the start and set up of Cleanwave.
In 2021, Cleanwave Foundation initiated a pilot project called 1% for the
Med (inspired by the Patagonia led initiative 1% for the Planet), which
LifeXperiences agreed to partake in, thereby donating 1% of its turnover to
the Cleanwave Foundation.
In 2021, the Foundation received €10.684,89 from LifeXperiences events.
We forecast a doubling of this amount in 2022.

*1% for the Med is an initiative that the Cleanwave Foundation will continue
to pursue

ACTION PLAN 2022
Cleanwave Foundation
I. Cleanwave Movement
Improvements in communication and image – We are in the process
of developing a new website for the Cleanwave Movement initiative - to
facilitate better communication and greater transparency of our actions
and services.
Collaboration agreements – During 2022 we intend to continue promoting
collaboration with an additional 15 new public and private entities, and
thereby expand the network of municipalities and entities committed to
implementing solutions to reduce plastic consumption. Promoting the
expansion of public water fountains, to facilitate access to water without
plastic.
Events – We aim to participate in at least 25 events across the Balearic
Islands, where we offer plastic-free water solutions and thereby raise
awareness to the single-use plastic crisis, and help people become
responsible consumers who feel connected to their environment.
Gratitude
Public drinking fountains – Our target, by end 2022, is to have a total of 80
public fountains in the Balearic Islands.
EMAYA has already confirmed a further 30 water fountains for the city of
Palma. The first 13 fountains are already en route, and we will communicate
all new fountain installations during the course of the year.

In the course of 2022, we will continue to expand our network of
collaborators, to mobilise new channels and sectors that support the
plastic free movement and help create a larger, stronger, and more aware
community.
We believe in collaboration as the key to advance towards our vision of a
Balearic Islands free of single-use plastics by 2030.
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We are very grateful to all our
collaborators, sponsors, private and
public entities, municipalities and people
who support our movement.
We are aware that the impact achieved has only
been possible thanks to your involvement,
cooperation and shared vision to wave
single-use plastic goodbye!
This represents the importance and need to work
together among all sectors, to achieve change
and preserve our precious islands.
Elena Jaume
Project Coordinator
Cleanwave Movement
www.cleanwave.org

ACTION PLAN 2022
Cleanwave Foundation
II. Cleanwave Education
Cleanwave Education sets ambitious goals for 2022:
Strengthen the school program collaborating even more actively with
schools, supporting and accompanying them in their change towards
a more sustainable approach to education. To do this, our Cleanwave
Education program offers a variety of activities throughout the school year
and during vacation periods.
Prioritise our corporate training program in order to provide an effective
response to companies through empowerment workshops and adaptation
to change. We recognise the need for companies to engage their staff
around issues of the environment, and through training and educational
strategies they are able to incorporate sustainability policies effectively
through a sincere emotional connection.
Increase the number of Weekends and Camps, building on the positive
response and impact that we experienced in 2021, and increasing the
number of children who can participate and enjoy this experience, thereby
ensuring that this project is an essential summer offer.
Expand our educational team in Ibiza, Formentera and the Canary Islands
to give a quick and effective response to all the requests received and thus
be able to cross borders and take our educational program even further.
Strengthen our relationship with social services and social education
centres, thereby ensuring that our program “We all have the right to create
magic” reaches many more minors at risk of social exclusion and to help
them incorporate their values of respect for the environment into their day
by day lives.

During 2022, in line with our community strategy, we will continue to create
and maintain alliances with public and private entities, municipalities,
companies and all those who have offered us consistent support, who
value our work and want to join the wave of change.
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Gratitude
My gratitude is to the magic of life,
which ignites creativity and inspires both
children and adults to be ‘magicians’ - creators
of a better world.
I am deeply thankful to be part of this transformation,
connecting with all people, regardless of their age or
backgrounds; to also be a magician on this stage we
call life, reconnecting people to nature and moving
towards a healthier world.
Pilar Gomez
Project Coordinator
Cleanwave Education
https://www.cleanwavefoundation.org/
en/cleanwave-education/

ACTION PLAN 2022
Cleanwave Foundation
III. MedGardens
MedGardens’ main strategic lines of work for 2022 are:
Improve key processes such as improving and diversifying our fundraising
capability, as well as the finance & impact management and monitoring.
Keep building alliances of all kinds to make the administrative and
fundraising tasks more efficient providing our team more focus on action
and impact.
Grow our audience and improve our communication by generating
monthly content on our blog that will be streamed via newsletters and
social media to keep everyone up to date.
Expand our community-based networks in the target zones of Sant Elm,
Pollença and Portocolom. We will do this by starting to undertake marine
stewardship actions aiming to contribute to the long term conservation of
the target zones.
Generate and disseminate open-knowledge for a better management
and conservation of the underwater forests of the Mediterranean.
Start implementing marine restoration actions, both passive - set up of
buoy lines to limit boat traffic and anchoring in the target areas - and active
- seagrass transplants and algae reproduction enhancement -.

Gratitude
Thanks to our sponsors, partners and
volunteers, 2022 is the year we can start generating
tangible impact and continue regenerating the
Mediterranean underwater forests.
Together with you, we will keep working to make our community
grow further and become more resourceful and resilient.
To this regard, MedGardens seeks continued collaboration
with all individuals and organisations that have trusted and supported
us during the first steps.
We will continue to work tirelessly to achieve MedGardens’ vision of
“Reestablishing the shallow underwater habitats of the Mediterranean
Sea by 2030, mitigating the impacts of biodiversity loss and
climate change”.
MedGardens represents the opportunity for everyone to take
part to fix what we have broken, and the hope that we can.
José Escaño Roepstorff (Project Coordinator)
& MedGardens Team
MedGardens.org
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TARGET INCOME 2022
total 57,700 EUR

BUDGET FORECAST 2022

Institutional funding
9,000 EUR
15,8%

Cleanwave Foundation

Cleanwave
Education
Sales of
goods & services
28,050 EUR

Donations
100.000 EUR
Institutional
funding
9.000 EUR

21,0%

23,4%

Fundación
Cleanwave

24,9%

MedGardens
85.221 EUR

18,4%

Fundación
Cleanwave

13,1%

Central Services
62,902 EUR
Cleanwave
Education
44.856 EUR

Sales of
goods & services
189.295 EUR

Cleanwave
Movement
149.388 EUR

43,6%

Cleanwave
Education

Human
Resources
23,697 EUR

TARGET INCOME 2022
total 182,245 EUR

2,1%
44,3%

52,8%

TARGET RESERVES 2022 – 12,193 EUR

TARGET EXPENSES 2022
total 342,217 EUR

Funds to raise
90,000 EUR

9,2%

Purchases
21,160 EUR

35,1%

49,2%

Furthermore, the Foundation will internalise administrative tasks such as
personnel administration and accounting, and seeks to professionalise our
communication strategy and corporate fundraising.

Sponsorships
39,400 EUR

Funds to raise
20,000 EUR
47,2%

The top priority of the Cleanwave Foundation in 2022 is to fully establish
the Foundation. To achieve this, we have recruited a new General Manager,
Ali Vahlhaus, who will focus on leading the desired change, designing and
delivering the Foundation’s strategy, setting up a governing framework,
implementing necessary procedures and ensuring alignment of each
project with the overall strategy.

TARGET INCOME 2022
total 427.695 EUR

TARGET EXPENSES 2022
total 44,857 EUR

Sponsorships
29,400 EUR

TARGET EXPENSES 2022
total 149,389 EUR
Human
Resources
49,326 EUR

16,1%

33,0%

Cleanwave
Movement
Sales of
goods & services
152.845 EUR

Purchases
100,063 EUR
67,0%
Cleanwave
Movement

83,9%

TARGET RESERVES 2022 – 32,856 EUR

TARGET RESERVES 2022 – 105,629 EUR
TARGET INCOME 2022
total 100,000 EUR

100,0%

Donations
100.000 EUR

TARGET EXPENSES 2022
total 62,902 EUR
Sponsorships
10,000 EUR

Other Expenses
25.364 EUR

Central
Services

Central
Services

TARGET RESERVES 2022 – 37,098 EUR

TARGET EXPENSES 2022
total 85,221 EUR
Other Expenses
10,080 EUR
11,8%

11,3%

Sales of
goods & services 9,5%
8,400 EUR

40,3%

59,7%
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TARGET INCOME 2022
total 88,400 EUR

MedGardens
Human
Resources
37.538 EUR

79,2%

8,2%

Purchases
7,000 EUR

MedGardens

Funds to raise
70,000 EUR

80,0%

TARGET RESERVES 2022 – 3,179 EUR

Human Recources
68,141 EUR

Support us
We want to express our sincerest gratitude to our growing
circle of private donors and corporate partners.
We welcome your continued engagement, and are deeply
thankful for your ongoing support of the Cleanwave
Foundation and its initiatives.
Become a financial contributor
or a volunteer today:

Contact
social@cleanwavefoundation.org
+34 659 607 023
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